CONNECTING:

ADVISES:

Rear of appliance:

- To optimise the performances your Tuner, you should switch it on at least half an
hour before any listening, the time for output stage to reach their ideal working
temperature. Between two utilisation, it's better to use the stand-by position, so
that the output stages remains at their optimal temperatures.
- We advise you to use good wires to link with the other elements. Don't hesitate to
take advise from your dealer.
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DISPLAY:
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1) Stereo output Left (L) and Right (R)
2) Aerial Input (75 
3) On/Off switch
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DETAILS OF FUNCTIONS:
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5) Stereo mode reception light. Activated by key MONO (12).

Front of appliance:
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13) Memorized number of channel.
14) Stations frequency (or channel name: when RDS signal gives the information,
shows the name of the station after few seconds.
Note: RDS signal can give only 8 characters.
MEMORIZATION OF CHANNEL:

7 8 9

10 11 12
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Process of memorization is made with keys MEM, CHAN - & + of the front panel
or from the remote control. You can memorized 20 channels.
A- Place yourself on a frequency to program.

4) Display (see details below).
5) Stereo reception Led
6) Stand-by
7) Memory mode (see details below).
8) & 9) Previous & next channel in
memory.

10) & 11) auto SCAN keys : with a short

B- Press MEM : Number of channel twinkles.

press you can scan the band by 0,5Mhz steps. A
longer press starts the auto-SCAN. The SCAN
will stop on every station found.

C- Select the number of channel with keys CHAN - or +. Number of channel is
incrementing automatically.

12) Mono or Stereo reception mode:

D- Press MEM to confirm.

On Stereo mode, light 5) appears.

Cancellation of a memorized channel:
Select the channel to cancel. Then press long the key MEM of the front panel. The
channel is cancelled and « ERASED » appears on display.
It is also possible to cancel all the memorized channel. From your device on Standby mode, press long key MEM (7) of the front panel. « MEM CLR » appears on
display. All memories are cancelled.

You have just bought a Tuner with exceptional audiophile
performance. We really thank you for your confidence in our
products. To get the best part of your Tuner, please read carefully
this manual.

E.C. MARKING:
E.C. marking certified the conformity with low tension directive 73/23/CEE,
directive CEM 89/336/CEE and national transpositions.

CAUTIONS:
GUARANTEE:
The guarantee is two years long from date of purchase. We recommend you to ask
your dealer to fill the guarantee and to conserve it. The guarantee is only available
for appliance which have been use correctly.
CLEANING:
Before any cleaning, switch off your CD player (3). Use a soft and dry rag to clean
up the appliance. Never use acetone, white-spirit, ammoniac, or any kind of product
containing abrasive agent. Never try to clean up inside the appliance.

TECHNICAL FACTS
Power Supply:
Stand-by:
Remote control:
Number of program:
Signal/noise ratio:
Distortion at 1kHz:
Intermodulation Sensitivity:

Impedance of aerial to connect:
Frequency response:
Dimensions:
Weight:

FM TUNER
TU80SE
19,6VA
oui
en option
20
58 dB (stéréo)
63dB (mono)
0,1 %
40dBµV
75 Ohms
20 Hz - 20 kHz
440x270x90mm
5 kg

ATOLL ELECTRONIQUE® is a French Company who conceive, manufacture and
commercialise all its products.

-

Put your Tuner in a dry and well ventilated place, far from
source of heat;

-

Do not make any plug in when the Tuner is on;

-

Avoid any short-cut;

-

Respect polarity + & - and switch left & right;

-

Do not put your Tuner too close from a CD player because of
disagreement in HF reception.

You will find enclosed:
- a Tuner FM ;
- a powerlead ;
- a modulation cable ;
- a FM aerial 75 ;
- this manual with the certificate of guarantee.

OWNER'S MANUAL

FM TUNER

TU80SE



GUARANTEE – TU80SE
To present to your dealer with the invoice when returning back the appliance
ATOLL ELECTRONIQUE
Bd des Merisiers
50370 BRECEY
FRANCE
Dealer stamp

Date of purchase :
Place of purchase :
Buyer signature :

